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Abstract 
Abstract 
Today, information technology has provided into almost every indu try in th untry. 
Institutions and Universities today are moving towards paperless nvironment and 
computerized their current systems to ensure smoother operations in the daily running 
operation. Student marks Management System ( MM ) is introduced as to gi e a new 
impulse for the Institution and Universities to gain competitive advantages. 
SMMS is a web-based system develops with the objectives to computerized the current 
students' marks management system that are using in F KTM. Besides, MMS also 
defines the current problems that are facing by the user to ensure the propo ed y tern 
will overcome these problems. he sy tern allow authorize user to keep track of all the 
related students marks in the KTM. It can be acce siblc through common browser 
and thus no installment f application in the u er' workstation i needed. 
This system is an idea fr m r. Mazliza thman. 1 hi project i considered as a part f 
the e-faculty vision that pr vide greater convenien e and interaction between lecturer 
and tutors. Beside, that SMM will also fulfills the aim of e-facult vision of creating a 
paperles working environment. The lecturer can ·e MM a· a platf rm t iew r 
monitor the most updated student mark . ·or the tut r, they will hav i a tandard wa t 
manage students' marks. The e will ignifi antly reduce the workload 11 both I· tur ·r 
and tutor be ide in rea ing the cfficicn y and impli iry f r the taff in •, TM 
Thi· report introduces the r jc ·t and pro rde · a de · .ripuon c n th· t >p1 ·s :-itud1 ·d 0111 
re. ar hcd durin , th lit .mtur · re i ev . It also cl ·s .nbc: th· s I , ur • d • •J pmcnt 
that urr d in th· proj • .t v ith d ·tnJI: on th· s . tc111 an ti srs nnd d ·. 1 'fl 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Chapter J: Introduction 
This chapter gives a brief introduction of the project definition, project motivation, 
project objectives, project scope, project schedule and report layout. 
1.1 Project Definition 
Today, the usages of computer are very important in our life. A computer system can 
save a lot of energy and time if compared to a manual system that are using before. The 
current Student Marks Management System (SMMS) that are used in Faculty of 
Computer Sciences and Information Technology (FSKTM), University of Malaya is a 
manual system. 
The manual student marks management systems that arc using now in KTM face 
several problems because of the increasing number students in each year. An automation 
system is need by the users to manage the students' marks r cord in a ystcmatic form. 
During to solve the current problems this SMMS was proposed from the supervisor of 
this project, Dr. Mazliza Othman as a part of the e-faculty project in FSKTM. The 
concept of the e-faculty is to create a paperless environment by optimizing the usage of 
the computer system. Hence, increase the efficiency and implify for the talT and 
student at the faculty. 
Student Marks Management y tern ( MM ) i a web-based application, which ntain 
of a web server and client server. It uses the Internet and web brow er to present data and 
retrieve input. SMMS is online students' mark management system that u es to keep 
track several categories of students' mark' su .h a' tutorial marks, lab as ·i mrncnt · 
marks, quiz marks and etc. 
Beside , it also pr vides some functions to rcdu 'lh i mauunl 1 r · .ss whil · J • .tur us nnd 
tutor· in F KTM rnana i th ·i .tud .nts' nuuks. Ar ·111i11d ·1 li111 ·tH n 11:0 111'luI·1t1 the 
system to remind the use · to update the mark· also in lud ·cl in rhis s st ·m. 
lli111 ·1 JI Mialtt)ll 
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1.2 Problem Definition 
There are a few methods used by the lecturers and tutors to manage their students 
marks. One of the methods that are preferred is a manual file transfer system. Lecturers 
will save the student name list in an Excel format file and send to tutors via e-mail or 
diskette. This method results in several problems because nonnalJy the marks are only 
sent to the lecturer at the end of semester or according the lecturer needs. The lecturer 
can't review the marks every week or anytime before end of the semester. If they wanted 
to review students' marks weekly, they have to request it directly from tutors each week. 
On the tutor side, they also have to send the file to lecturer either by manuaJly or 
electronic file attachment each time for the request. 
The tutor workload will significantly increases due to different methods proposed by 
several lecturers. This is because the same tutor may be assigned to handle a few 
tutorials c1asses that are of different subjects. In additional to that, these lectures may 
request that the layout of the students' marks is to be given in various formats. 
How about if a course have involve more than one lecturers and one tutors? The 
interaction between the lecturers and tutors will be more unsystematic without a 
coordinator. A lecturer will be choose as a coordinator in that course to responsible the 
students' marks transfer between lecturers and tutors in the current system. These will 
increase the workload for the coordinator if there is no computerized ystern support 
him/her. 
Fucull of 'ornpulcr .. kn • and lnli rm ll1tin Fe h11olop. 
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1.3 Project Motivation 
The idea to develop this project came from the desire to solve some current problems and 
standardize the current system. 
During to overcome the problems that stated, the inspiration and motivation to develop 
SMMS arise. The main benefit of SMMS is to provide greater conveniences and 
interaction between lecturers and tutors. Hence, the e-faculty vision can be success 
through optimizing the usage of computer system had developed and the paperless 
environment in faculty. 
Besides, all the lecturers and tutors in FSKTM are equipping with computer and network 
service, so a web-based system is a very suitable solution to overcome the current 
students' marks management system. 
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1.4 Project Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to develop a web-based SMMS. The objectives of 
the project are listed below. 
1) Provide easy access to student marks information for lecturers and tutors 
Lecturers no longer need to look for the tutors to pass the student lab assignments or 
tutorial marks. Lecturers through Internet can access this information. They may 
access it at anytime. 
2) Improve service 
Any request for information or records can be done very quickly smce the 
information is stored systematically. 
3) Create a paper less environment 
Most of the student information and their tutorial or assignment marks, which are 
currently kept in hardcopy files, will be kept in the computer storage. 
4) Reduce data recording and manipulation errors 
Tasks, which are done manually, will be done automatically by the system. This will 
reduce errors in data entry or data calculation (grading). 
5) Provide better information to meet lecturers' needs 
Lecturers will get the complete information of students and their marks in the 
subject. Lecturers on their monitor screen can preview current information or update 
information whenever the need arises. 
6) Commemoration to update the marks 
E-mai.ls wilJ be send to the lecturer or tutor if they forget to update the student marks 
each week, or depending on a pecified period, which i ·set by the lecturer. 
7) Improve the backup system 
The student's marks will be, tore in the databa e aft er the u ·r ha onfigured data on 
the web site. 
lli11w1 "> M111t1y11 
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1.5 Project Scope 
The project is a web-based client server database system design for staff in FSKTM. 
Hence, the targeted users for this system are the lecturers, tutors and students of this 
faculty. It provides various kind of function like grading, database storage, and 
commemoration to update the marks. All categories of students' marks in a courses such 
as students' assignments marks, tutorial marks, quiz marks is displayed on the web at the 
client site and stored in the database at the server site. This system is divided to 4 
sections such as lecturer section, tutor section, administrator section and student section, 
The details of this 4 sections will be discuss on chapter 4 project design phase. 
1.6 Project Schedule 
To achieve the project objectives, a project schedule is planned to manage the time taken 
for each task. The schedule has been divided into 6 stages: Literature Review, System 
Analysis, Methodology and System Design, Coding and Prototyping, esting and 
Documentation. 
Project Schedule (Jul 200 I - Feb 2002) 
Key Activity Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2002 2002 
Literature review 
Requirement 
Analysis 
Design 
Coding 
Testing 
,_ -- 
Documentation 
-- 
Fi iurc I. I: Proj · ·t ·h xlul · 
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1. 7 Expected Outcome 
SMMS is aimed at providing an effective and efficient communication tool to assist the 
operation, management and administration of the faculty. With the establishment of 
SMMS, well-organized system will be provided. Up-to-date information could be 
disseminated to the lecturers and tutors, who are responsible in a same course. They can 
use it to manage and keep track of several types of student marks in the courses. What 
user needs to do is go to SMMS homepage and log on to it by providing user id and user 
password. Lecturers can more frequently to review the students' marks or monitor the 
students' progress during each semester. Besides, tutors also have a standardized format 
and platform to view or update the students' marks for all the courses without depending 
on which lecturer. 
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1.8 Report Layout 
The purpose of this report is to document essential information gathered during this 
system development stage. This report is divided into seven respective chapters. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the project, project objectives, project motivation, 
scope and the development schedule and expected outcome of this project. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
As for this chapter, it discusses the researches that are carried out during the analysis and 
design phases at this project. These include studies on the system architecture, 
development tools such as programming tools, database tools, web servers and etc. 
Chapter 3: Methodology and System Analysis 
This chapter discusses the methodologies and the details of functional and non-functional 
requirements that are using to develop the system. 
Chapter 4: System Design 
This chapter discusses the structure design for the system that includes the module level 
design, data flow diagram and the database relational table design. 
Chapter 5: Implementation 
This chapter will go through all the details of the proposed system and how it 
implemented based on the given requirement. Some development of the .ystcm such as 
database, user interface and application will be discusses at thi chapter. 
Chapter 6: System Testing 
This chapter discusses some te ting technique and how this ·t '01 had be ·n to tin >, 
hapter 7: System ~valuation and onclusion 
0111C system trcngth, limitation, future .nh 11\' 'Ill 'Ill Will dis 'USS in this haJ t •r, 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
In the process of developing a web-based Student Marks Management System, 
researches have been done to understand the non-computerized and computerized 
system. 
2.1 Literature Sources 
There are have several types of sources to find the information and knowledge to 
developing a project: 
• Printing Sources 
These categories of sources are including the articles from newspaper, magazine , 
technical paper and the previous thesis, which are available in document room FSKTM. 
• Electronic Sources 
These categories of sources are including searching keyword by using the search engines 
in Internet like Yahoo, MSN, Altavista and etc. Besides, the articles, which copy from 
the CD-ROM, like electronic encyclopedia 'Encarta' also helpful while developing thi 
system. 
• Current Users 
Proce s interview and que ti nnaires will be done on the u er for more understanding 
the current methods that they are u ing t manage their tudent marks. These ate rories 
of sources are the most important because it will help· a I t in undcrstandinn the ·c c 
and concept to develop this ·y tcm. c .ides the supervising from th· l .ctur ·1 • nud tutors 
al o important to gatherin and hare their e ·p ·ri 'n is in do l< pin 1 a I roj • t. 
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2.2 Client/Server Architecture 
The client/server architecture is based on hardware and software components that 
interact to form a system. The client is any computer process that requests services from 
the server. The client, also known as front-end application, is where the end user usually 
interacts. 
On the other hand, the server is any computer process providing services to the clients. 
The server, also known as back-end application, reflects the fact that the server process 
provides the background services for the client process. A few typical background 
services on the server are file services, print services, communication services, and 
database services. There are two type of client/server architecture. 
The client-server model has evolved from a two-tier architecture to three-tier and multi- 
tier architecture [ l]. 
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2.2.1 Two-tier Architecture 
A two-tier architecture is where a client talks directly to a server, with no intervening 
server. It is typicaJJy used in smaJJ environment (Jess than 50 users). In this system, we 
have database server and the rest of the application including user interface was 
completely on client. 
A common error in client/server development is to prototype an application in a small, 
two-tier environment and then scale up by simply adding more users to the server [2]. 
This approach will usually result in an ineffective system, as the server becomes 
overwhelmed. To property scale to hundreds or thousands of users, it is usually 
necessary to move to a three-tier architecture. 
ieJJ D HTTP Request (http.ltweb sie) ~ _.o_ ~ 1- ~cml HTTP Response 
Browser \Neb Server 
Figure 2. 1: Two-tier Architecture 
10 
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2.2.2 Three-tier Architecture 
The three-tier, later to be called multi-tier, architecture grew out of this early experience 
with 'distributed' application. As the two-tier applications from individual and 
department units to the enterprise, it was found that they do not scale very easily. 
And in our ever-changing business environment, scalability and maintainability of a 
system are primary concerns. Another factor that contributes to the more from two to 
multi-tier systems is the wide variety of clients within a larger organization. 
In multi-tier architecture, as shown in Figure 2.2, each of the major pieces of 
functionality is isolated. The presentation layer is independent of the business logic, 
which in turn, is separated from the data access layer. This model requires much more 
analysis and design on the front-end, but dividends in reduced maintenance and greater 
flexibility pay off time and again. 
i D ~m~~~ . 
/ DOUUDDD r-.._ 
SOL over 
LAN or 
WAN 
LAN or 
WAN 
protocols D_ 
Dm&basc 
Server - ~01 
Thin Client 
(display and v nts only) 
AppUce1ion Logic Server 
(business rules) 
Figure 2.2: Multi-tier Archit cture 
Fncuh 'of 'oinpulcr Science ind lnl\)m1t11i1 n I\: ·hnol< \Jnt\ •1 Mii M tlo •11 
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2.3 Considered Development Tools 
There are various development tools that can be used to develop the system. In general, 
three types can divide the tools. The first type is the programming tool, which is used to 
develop the processing the interface of the system. The second part is the database tools, 
which is used to create the database for storing inventory record. The last part is the 
operating system, which is used to provide the environments for the execution the 
system. 
A review on these development tools has been carried out as to identify the most suitable 
tools for developing this system. 
2.3.1 Programming TooJs 
The programmmg tools can be divided into programming software and web 
programming languages. The programming software that have been reviewed such as 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, Microsoft Visual fnterdev 6.0, Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
and Notepad. The web programming languages that have been reviewed include Active 
Server Pages 3.0, VB Script, Jscript, and HTML. 
a) Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
The Microsoft Visual Basic development system version 6.0 is one f the most 
productive tools for creating high-performance components and application . It 
offers developers the ability to create the robu ·t applications that reside on the ·Jicnt 
or server, or operate in a distributed n-ti •r environment. As an int .rpr t ·d Inn 1ung · 
system, the developer could test and debu 1 application on the D from within U1 • 
development environment [ ). 
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b) Microsoft Visual Inter Dev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual InterDev is a powerful development environment for rapidly 
creating database-driven Web applications. Integrated visual design tools, debugging, 
and database features enable user to build interactive, cross-platform Web sites 
quickly and easily (4]. 
c) Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
FrontPage 2000 comes as part of Microsoft's Office 2000 suite- it is another tool for 
creating and designing web pages, but it does not offer a11 the functionality of Visual 
InterDev. It is ultimately a weaker but easier application to use, and it costs a lot less 
than Visual InterDev. It is there fore a simpler, cheaper alternative for novice [5]. 
d) Notepad 
Notepad is a time - honored text editor. No matter how much Microsoft promotes its 
Visual InterDev, there will still be people using Notepad as their editor of choice. 
That fact that is free probably sustained its popularity. ft does not highlight ASP in 
any way, but it also does not generate any extra code. lt does not features may 
additional functions, but it is so simple that it is a very easy editor to master. 
e) Active Server Pages 3.0 (ASP 3.0) 
An Active Server Page (ASP) is an HTML page that includes one or more script 
(small-embedded programs) that is processed on a Microsoft Web server before the 
page is sent to the user. An ASP is somewhat similar to a Server-side include or a 
common gateway interface (CGl) application in that all involve programs that run on 
the server, usually tailoring a page for the u er. Typically, the cript in the Web page 
at the server uses input received as the re ult of the user's request for the page to 
access data from a database and then build· or cu .tornizcs the page on the fly before 
sending it to the requestor (6). 
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ASP is a feature of the Microsoft Internet Information Server (llS), but, since the 
server-side script is just building a regular HTML page, it can be delivered to almost 
any browser. We can create an ASP file by including a script written in VBScript or 
JScript in an HTML file or by using Acti.veX Data Objects (ADOs) program 
statements in the HTML file. The HTML file with the ".asp" file suffix. Microsoft 
recommends the use of the server-side ASP rather than a client-side script, where 
there is actually a choice, because the server-side script wilJ resuJt in an easily 
displayable HTML page. Client-side scripts (for example, with JavaScript) may not 
work as intended on older browsers. 
f) VB Script 
VBScript is an interpreted script language from Microsoft that is a subset of its 
Visual Basic programming language. VBScript is designed for use with Microsoft's 
Internet Explorer browser together with other programming that can be run at the 
client, including ActiveX control, automation servers, and Java applets [7]. Although 
Microsoft does support Netscape's JavaScript (it converts it into its own JScript), 
Netscape does not support VBScript. For this reason, VBScript is best used for 
intranet Web sites that use the Internet Explorer browser only. 
g) JScript 
JScript is a script language from Microsoft that is expressly designed for use within 
Web pages. It adheres to the CMAScript standard and is basicaIJy Microsoft's 
equivalent to Netscape's earlier and more widely used JavaScript. 
b) HTML 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the set of markup symbol or codes inserted 
in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser page. The markup tells 
the Web browser how to di play a Web page's word' and images for the u ser. "I ·h 
individual markup code is referred to a an clement (but many people nl ·o r ·fer t it 
as a tag). ome clement come in pairs that indi ate wh •n ome di .plny .Ifcct i to 
begin and when it is to end. 
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2.3.2 Database Tools 
Selection criteria for database tools were based on usability and effectiveness in cross 
platform deploying, cost, storage space required, and the portability of the records. The 
tools reviewed include Microsoft Access 2000 and Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. 
a) Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 provides relational database power to give the information to 
the user to make better decisions. It integrates data from spreadsheets and other 
database, and is the easy way to find answer, share information over Intranets and the 
Internet, and build faster business solutions. Access 2000 aJlows the user to generate, 
analyze and create reports without hours of work. It integrates ease of use from the 
data entry point to printing in HTML. The features, improved features and database 
security of the Microsoft Access 2000 are listed as below (8J. 
o Features include io Microsoft Access 2000 
• Run Database Utilities On An Open Database 
User can use the Compact Database and Repair Database subcommands on the 
current database. 
• Database Splitter Wizard 
The front-end/back-end application is an application consisting of two database 
files. The "back-end" database file contains tables. The "front-end" database Iii, 
contains all other database objects (quires, forms, report macros, and modules) 
and links to the back-end databa e. T pically the ba k-cnd databa e i. I cnted on 
a network server, and copie f the front-end database are in talled on individun] 
users' computers. 
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• Database Wizard 
The Database wizard creates a wide variety of complete databases for tasks 
ranging from household inventory to event management. Users can then add their 
own data. 
• Performance Analyzer 
Users can optimize the performance of some or all of the objects in database. The 
Performance Analyzer wills analyzes the database, suggest the best ways to 
optimize its speed and performance, and then automatically makes the necessary 
changes as requested. 
• Database Properties 
From the Database Properties command, users can view, change, and define 
database properties, such as title, subject, author, and creation date, for use in 
locating and identifying the database. 
• Startup Dialog Box 
User can customize an application easily in the Startup dialog box by specifying 
the database's startup form, and whether custom or built-in menus, the Database 
window, or status bar are displayed. Users can also make customization options 
unavailable to database users. 
• Database Security 
Microsoft Access provides two methods of securing a database: setting a 
password for opening a database, or user-level security, which can be u cd to 
limit what parts of the database the user can access or changes. In addition to 
these methods, editable Visual asic code can be remove from database and 
prevent modifications Lo the design of form , reports, and module· b saving it a· 
an M · file. 
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b) Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 combines the best of traditional mainframe computing - 
centralized security, data integrity, and control with the best of today's PCs - ease 
of use, rich user interface, and variety of off-the-she If productivity tools. It makes it 
possible for multiple front ends to share information, enabling the developer to 
choose the most appropriate tool for the job. A SQL Server consists of multiple 
databases. Some of the databases are user database and some are system databases 
required by SQL Server to perform its own operation. SQL Server can hold up to 
32,767 databases. 
o Features of Microsoft SQL Server 
~ Ease of Installation, Deployment and Use 
Microsoft SQL includes many tools and features that simplify the ability to 
install, deploy, manage, and use databases. SQL Server provides database 
administrators with all the tools r quired to fine-tune SQL Server installations 
running production online systems. SQL Serv r is also capable of operating 
efficiently on a small, single-user system with minimal administrative overhead. 
& Scalability 
The same Microsoft SQL version 7.0 database ngine operates on Micro oft 
Windows 95198, Microsoft Window NT Workstation, Windows NT Server, and 
Windows NT Server Enterpris ·dition. The databas ngine is a robust s rver 
that can manage terabyte databases being acces ed by thousands of users. At the 
same tim , when running at it default tting, SQL Serv r 7.0 has f atur uch 
as dynamic self-tuning that I t it work ffectively on laptop and desktop· 
without burd ning users with administrative task . 
• Data Warehou in~ 
Micro oft L er er v rsion 7.0 introdu es 
the ability t buil dau warehou that .Ifc 'Ii 
pr c sing n cd . 
· mp n ·nt. that irn rove 
. upp > I cl · i. i< n • upp >rt 
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2.3.3 Operating System 
a) Microsoft Windows Professional 2000 NT 
Microsoft Windows Professional 2000 NT is one of the powerful operating systems 
for business computing. It combines the ease-of-use of Windows 98 with the power 
and reliability of Windows 2000. Windows 2000 is also a powerful OS that reliable, 
secure, multithreaded, symmetric processing, support client-server system. 
Moreover, Microsoft is distributing Windows 2000 with its own web server software, 
Internet Information Server 5.0 (US 5.0), which supports ASP 3.0. 
Windows 2000 is a complete platform available for building and hosting web-based 
application. It is the best platform to publish and share information securely over 
corporate Intranet and Internet. It is so reliable that when an application have 
problem it doesn't crash the whole program. 
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2.4 Database Access Method 
Today's web database development tools offer several strategies for acccssmg a 
corporate database from within a browser web enabled RAD solution run m your 
browser via plug-ins or Active-X controls; HTML mixed with ActiveX or Java is the 
most typical approach to database design; and pure HTML provides an extremely thin- 
client. Some tools offer you the choice of deploying your applications using any of these 
options [9]. 
2.4.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD) Tools Model 
In this solution, RAD tool forms can be displayed inside a browser using plug-ins such 
as Power Builder 5.0 or Active-X controls such as Visual Basic 6.0. The client accesses 
the database directly, so users need database drivers in addition to the plug-ins or 
controls, resulting in a much fatter client than with other approaches. 
VVeb Server 
r.....,..l'l' _,_qitf'•"'"'• ,_ ... ..,...,. .. , ... .. - ~ ~.~-, ..... ... -.i..iw.---.· '"'•1'• ,,..\ <'"I•"",...._ ,.,i ....... ...,,, 
............. ,,.. .. "'-~ l'I __ ,.. ...... ,.... .. "" ,. .. _ •J 
I •I 
DatQb se 
Server 
In the diagram •igure2. , the w ·b server add the databns Iun 'lion e · .entiully 
independence of each other. Some product u c pooled databas • ·onn · tions to att mpt to 
improve server .idc perlorman ic, 
008 , native 
drivers, plug- 
111 control Browser 
Figure 2.3: Rapid Applicati n evclopmcnt (RA ) Tools Model 
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2.4.2 Mixed-component Model 
Mixed-component Model here, the server renders the look and fell of the interface in 
HTML and forms built using Active-X or JAVA components, or a combination. No 
database drivers are needed, but users do need to download some components, creating a 
moderately chubby client. A disadvantages of this method is that not alJ browser support 
different components. 
lliP,..r.m.Pti0 II 
' d d a ,;.,,!l..=; .j; ~ 
... ~ hl---4',,.,._w.t-......_ ...... ,...:1 ~ ........ ©-Jloci~] ... °'~: 1:~~· - ... +---@ ~ Database I - ...... .,_ ........ ~ Server Oobbl!elam M-s . ff,~ :~..:· ..-:.· .. ::i:-:~~ -=.:= ~ :·~~ r,..~::-;:t:.."~':':::: "v~~i;.. ~: r. Vlkb Server - 
A L Plug-ins Middleware ~ .. ·- ActiveX 
Browser controls 
Figure 2.4: Mixed-component Model 
In the Figure 2.4, as the browser request pages, the web server can access the database 
though a variety of menus, including I, Microsoft Active Server Page· (/\ P) or 
JJ\ VA Some products offer middleware that makes the proccs m re efficient by 
coordinating transactions. 
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2.4 .. 3 Pure HTML ModeJ 
Pure HTML Model this approach offers the widest access for web users and the thinnest 
client. The server creates the user interfaces in standard HTML, JavaScript or both. In 
the current roundup, Microsoft, Netscape and Oracle offered this option. 
ioi~O ottebase. • IJ ~J~ ···~ -----• • Server 
V'leb Sert·er 
,'~· w .. o--Q.o..1- 
• ~ Oa!ltba>e """"~ 
l' . 'laiot~,_..,_.....,.._, __ _.,..w., .. 
1~~--•:r-·"*i..._.lO&l~r 
..... ~ ~ .. o1i....i1--..n.. ........... -..a) 
l~ .i. ,.._~ -~~ .. 1,.tM.•· .. 1 
«J.i- ··- 
Middleware 
Browser 
Figure 2.5: PLLre HTML Model 
In the Figure 2.5, the web server conducts all interactions between the client and the 
efficiency of transactions. The server employs CGI cripts; A P or Java to generate 
HTML based on information form the database. 
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2.5 Review of Existing System 
Before develop a new system, researches on existing system have been done. Based on 
the existing system we can found out the idea to develop a new system, which can 
overcome the weakness of current system. Besides, others web-based system also have 
been review as a case study in this project to give a better understanding how to develop 
a new web-based system. 
2.5.1 Student Coursework Evaluation System (SCES) 
Students' Coursework Evaluation System (SCES) is a web-based application, which 
contain a web server and client server. SCES is designed to enable students to access 
courses information and submit their assignments as well as sitting for onJine test or 
quizzes. They can also view the grading of coursework through the WorJd Wide Web. 
The second purposes of SCES are to enable the lecturers to mark the students' 
coursework and evaluating the students' performance. For the security purpose, SCES 
requires all the users to enter their own username and password. SC S is able to provide 
a comprehensive web-based coursework environment for the education industry. 
2.5.1. l Analysis on SCES 
SCES is a three-tier architecture system, which contain a web server, database and user 
interface. SC S is developing for F KTM staff, but unfortunate! ii didn "t launch and 
used in the faculty. everal aspect· didn 't con idcred for ~ dev iloper b for· the 
ystcrn has been develops. 
Fnculrv (If .omputcr Science nnd Intormauen re ·hn\ll\l)I.\ 
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Firstly, FSKTM isn't a virtual faculty and the examination system in University of 
Malaya didn't used the online test as to evaluate the students' performance, Secondly, 
several courses in FSKTM are needs more than a person to handle. For example certain 
courses such as WRES 3309 and WXES 110 I needs the tutor as assistance for the 
lecturer. So the SCES system should be consider on the tutor site also. 
AJthough SCES didn't used in faculty after the establishment, but still a Jot of knowledge 
about how to develop a web-based application can be found in the project For example, 
an onJine students' marks management system after the online test provided by SCES 
can be review as a reference. Besides, SCES also give a better understanding how to 
develop a web-based system. Several types of development tools used in SCES can be 
use also in SMMS. The only changing for SMMS compare with SCES may be the 
project focuses and scope. 
2.5.2 Student Information System (SIS) in University of Malaya 
SIS in UM is a Local Area Network (LAN) system that used to keep track all the 
students' relevant details, registration infonnation each semester and examination results 
in each semester. The SIS scope coverall the faculty in UM. One of the functions that 
provided by SIS is a course grading or evaluation method that used by a lecturer to 
evaluate the students' result in that course. For example WRES3309 Pengaturcaraan 
Multimedia evaluations methods consist I 0% for tutorials, I 0% for assignment, 5% for 
quiz, 5% for labs and the rest for final exam. The ystcrn will automatically calculate the 
marks and generate the grading result for the tudents. Becau c of ccurity purp sc. the 
administration not allow the • I publish . to the web. o every scm • tcr. u er ha c to 
access the sr at the faculty office. 
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2.5.2.2 Analysis on SIS 
SIS is a most stable system in University of Malaya. [t uses Oracle as the database in the 
system. Besides, this system is being managed by a group of programmer in Pusat 
Teknologi Maklumat (PTM). The language that are using in SIS interface design is 
Malay Language. Because of the security purpose, students not allow access to SIS. This 
system is only can access by the administrator or staff in each faculty. 
2.6 Summary 
The purpose of literature review is to gain important information for this project, which 
includes the background study of the project to be developed. 
To develop the system, various development tools have been reviewed and compared. 
The development tools been considered are consisted of programming tools, database 
tools and operating system. Programming tools been reviewed includes Microsoft Visual 
Basic 6.0, Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0, Active Server Pages 3.0, Microsoft rontPage 
2000 and Notepad. The database tools been reviewed includes Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
and Microsoft Access 2000. Lastly the operating system been reviewed is Microsoft 
Windows Professional 2000 NT. 
Beside three kind of database access methods also had been reviewed. There are rapid 
application developments tools model, mixed-component model and pure I ITML model. 
The review on database access methods will give the clear view how to develop a web 
database application system like SMMS. 
Study on existing ystern also an important pha e while developing n new sy. tern. n 
that purpose, and J had been chosen a· the case study s st em in thi project. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology and System Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
Before designing the proposed system, there is a need to do system analysis. It is an 
important phase in the software life cycJe. It helps in defining a problem, determine 
requirements of the system, gathering pertinent information, developing alternative 
solutions and choosing among those solutions [9]. 
The purpose of this analysis phase are: 
• To determine the needs or requirement of the user of the system. 
• To acquire the knowledge on how does a students' marks management works. 
• To find out the strength and weakness of the current working system. 
• To identify the software and hardware requirement to develop and reside the system. 
• To determine which methodology to use for analyzes and develops the system. 
• To identify the major components to be included in the system. 
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3.2 Methodology Used 
When performing system analysis on the current system. [tis important to determine the 
user requirement and all related constraints that have direct influence to the new system 
to be developed. Otherwise, the new system will not achieve the goal set on the system 
thus bring little benefit to the user. 
There are many methodologies that can be used to perform system analysis. All of them 
have theirs own advantages and disadvantages. Choosing a suitable methodology (may 
be than one if necessary) wilJ be an important thing. This is because a system may be so 
complex (e.g. involving many constraints, many social influence or many problem that is 
hard to revealed). 
Therefore, before choosing the methodology to be used, a study on the current system is 
necessary. Interviewing all related users can do this or an organization involved in the 
current system and monitoring activities perform by them. The subject to be study is 
determined by the scope of the system to be develops. 
After performing the brief study on the current system, the author found out that there 
are several types of people that are directly or indirectly involved in the current system. 
The people involved are the faculty office, lecturers and tutors. The FSKTM office staff 
in charge of managing and keeping track the record of the students' relevant details in 
the faculty with using Student Information System (SIS), which is non-directly involved 
with the system. They are the person who can directly use and access the IS to provide 
the full name list in a course to the lecturers. Secondly, lecturer wilJ use the name list to 
manage the students' marks. lf the numbers of students in a course are too large it is 
divided into severaJ classes that headed by a tutor. astly, a tutor conduct the tutorial 
class or lab and manages the students' mark according the name Ii st provided. 
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After briefly studying the current system, the author thinks that since there are different 
types of people involved in the current system, each with their own requirement, own 
authority and role in the current system, it may have many social component. Some 
problem may not be well defined and unstructured, which need to be resolved. Therefore, 
the author thinks that it is important to carefully studying the current system in all- 
important aspect. For exampJe, it is important to study why a problem arises and not just 
what problem is. 
3.2.1 Waterfall Model 
Methodology is a way that helps to determine the system requirements and the approach 
that needs to be taken to develop a system that satisfies the user's expectations. Several 
methodology models were studied before developing the SMMS. Finally, the Waterfall 
Model was chosen to develop this system because it is the easiest methodology to follow 
and apply. 
It is the first model that describes the life cycle as a series of steps or phases in which all 
description levels between the problem and the implementation are found. ach step is 
description levels between the problem and the implementations are found. ach step is 
linked to the next step to represent chaining (where it should go if completed 
satisfactorily) and to the previous step to represent corrections by feedback. ach step 
contains associated with a verification phase to check that the selected solution conform· 
to the input sp cifications [I]. If does not conform, the step or the result of the previous 
step will have to be revised. 
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Requirement 
Specify 
Design 
Code 
Test 
Maintain 
Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model 
Notice that the waterfall model shows that development cannot take place using a top- 
down progress only. Any uncertainties or errors and omissions will have to be corrected 
by loop backs as soon as variations are observed. This is only possible if the result at the 
end of each phase is observable and can be compared with an objective. 
The Waterfall model can be very useful in helping developers lay out what they need to 
do. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to customers who are not familiar with 
software development. 
However, this model is somewhat limited, and only partially takes into account the real 
iterative nature of the development I 11. 
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3.2.2 Analysis on Waterfall ModeJ 
• Advantages 
It can be very useful in helping developers lay out what they need to do. Besides, 
its simplicity makes it easy to explain to customers who are not familiar with 
software development. Besides, it also supports the top-down problem solving. 
The developers only have to follow the model step by step while developing a 
new system. 
• Disadvantages 
It is somewhat limited, and only partially takes into account the real iterative 
nature of the development. 
3.3 Development Tools Analysis 
Since this system focuses on students' marks management system, an analysis on the 
related development tools for the system has been carried out. After reviewing and 
analyzing the requirements, the tools for developing the system have been chosen. These 
tools include the operating system, database, development software and programming 
languages. 
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3.3.1 Operating System 
• Microsoft Windows Professional 2000 NT 
o Advantages 
• Provides the web server IIS 5.0 that is used to publish the web 
pages, which is already developed in HTIP format. 
• Reliable, secure, supports multithreading, symmetric processing, 
support client/server system. 
• Supports a wide range of network protocols and Remote Access 
Protocol. This makes it easy to develop distributed applications. 
o Disadvantage 
• Needs a lot of system resources that result in lower performance. 
3.3.2 Programming Languages and Technologies 
• Active Server Pages 3.0 
o Advantages 
• ASP is compatible with Microsoft Web Server (fl 5.0) 
• ASP code is browser independent. ASP code is executed on the 
web server, to generate pure HTML. Hence, the client machine 
does not need to provide any kind of ASP support at all. 
• Hen provide . honer loading times than client-side dynamic web 
technologies such as Java applet or ActiveX control . 
• Provide· improved security measure· .ince the user write code, 
which can never be viewer from the browser. 
o Disadvantag > 
• It increa es the workload on the s ·r ·r. 
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• Hypertext Markup Languages (HTML) 
o Advantages 
• HTML is the basic tool that is necessary for the development of 
client's browser run script. 
• HTML documents work well across different browsers and 
platforms. 
• Supported by vanous of web programming software such as 
Notepad, Microsoft FrontPage 2000, Microsoft Visual Interdev, 
Macromedia Dreamweaver. 
• VB Script 
o Advantages 
• Its function is to make the web application more dynamic. 
• More reliable in working with the ASP if compare to JavaScript. 
• VB Script is the pure interpreter that processes source code embedded 
directly in the HTML. 
o Disadvantage 
• 1t is browser dependent. Only Microsoft Internet xplorer and some 
web browsers that support VB Script support it. Netscape 
Communicator does not support it at all. 
3.3.3 Web Application Development Software 
• Microsoft FrootPage 2000 
o Advantages 
• Can develop web pages without having to program the l lTM 
• everal of Drag-and-Drop functions. 
• an create and edit A P iodc .asily, 
• It can generate the 1 ITM 'undcrn iath th· .ov ·rs' without us r 
having to rai cu finger. 
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o Disadvantages 
• It cannot give users a complete preview of an ASP page. 
• It only displays what the HTML tags do, but will not translate any of 
the ASP to HTML. 
• Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 
o Advantages 
• An ASP development tools. 
• Provides a whole range of editing, debugging and code building tools. 
• There are also many wizards that are designed to help the developers 
get the job done more easily. 
o Disadvantages 
• More complex compared to FrontPage 2000. 
3.3.4 Web Database 
• Microsoft Access 2000 
o Advantages 
• Data can be retrieved from the database m a client/server-based 
system using the ODBC driver for access. 
• lt can support SQL Server 6.5 and 7.0 and incorporate the VBA 
environment. 
• ft can integrate with web. 
• lt provides an ea y converter function between the members or 
Microsoft Ifice 2000. 
o Disadvantng •s 
• low performan e, 
• imitcd databa ·e size. 'nnnot .upport mor • than I C1f dntabu ·c. 
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3.4 Requirement Analysis 
The IEEE standard 610 (IEEE Standard Glossary of Computer Languages, 1993) defines 
a requirement as a condition or capacity needed by the system developer to solve a 
problem or to achieve an objective. Another synonym for requirement is a condition that 
must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy a contract, 
standards, specification or other formerly imposed documents. 
According to the standard (IEEE Standard Glossary of Computer Languages, 1993 ), 
requirements are partitioned into functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements. Functional requirements are associated with specific functions, tasks or 
behaviors the system must support while non-functional requirements are constraints on 
various attributes of these functions or tasks. In terms of the OSI quality characteristics 
for evaluation, the functional requirements address the quality characteristic of 
functionality while the other quality characteristics are concerned with various kinds of 
non-functional requirements. 
Because non-functional requirements tend to be stated in terms of constraints on the 
results of tasks, which are given as functional requirements (e.g., constraints on the speed 
or efficiency of a given task), a task-based functional requirements statement is a useful 
skeleton upon which to construct a complete requirements statement. It can be helpful to 
think of non-functional requirements as adverbially related to task or functional 
requirements: how fast, how efficiently, how safety, etc., is a particular task carried out 
by a particular system. 
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3.4.1 Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements specify what actions a design must provide in order to 
benefit the users of the system enough to justify its existence. SMMS functional 
requirements can be divided into three sections, which are the administrator section, 
lecturer section and tutor section. Each of the section has its own module that performs 
different function and task. The overall SMMS functional requirements covering the 
following specification: 
• SMMS should enable the users to input the required fields into system and 
subsequently keep all those information in the database. 
• The system must aJJow users to edit and modify incorrect or mismatched records. 
• The system must allow users to generate the printable report 
• SMMS should provide the flexible reminder period setting 
• The database in SMMS should be able to import the text file which is retrieved from 
SIS 
• The system should include the security and authentication function 
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3.4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
The non-functional requirements specify certain criteria, which the system must satisfy 
in order to be useful and/or successful. While these criteria are not actual actions taken 
by the system, they are further conditions on what the system must be able to handle. 
The non-functional requirements that have to be embedded into SMMS can be 
categorized in the following aspects. 
• User Friendliness 
The system interface design should be user-friendly to let users master SMMS 
easily, without any difficulties in manipulating the required functions. 
• Maintainability 
The problems that occur in the system should be easily detected. understood. 
debugged and recovered. 
• Reliability 
The System should be reliable involving the availability and integrity of 
information maintained and supplied to SMMS. 
• Security 
The user-name and password are added features that permit only authorized user 
to access the system periodically. 
• Performance 
Time/space bound , such a workload , re .pond time and throughput arc factors 
considered in rder for MM to function at it optimum performance. 
• Expandability 
The degree of expandabilit should b hi ;IJ in ord 'r I( r th s st in to b · 
enhanced int a better vcr ion in the Iutur '. 
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3.5 Development Requirement 
3.5.1 Hardware Requirements 
Development of this system requires a machine with 
1. At least a Pentium 180 Mhz processor 
11. At least 32 MB RAM 
m. LAN 
iv, Other standard Peripheral that include mouse, keyboard and monitor. 
3.5.2 Software Requirements 
Development of this system requires the following software 
i. Windows Professional 2000 NT for operating system 
11. Microsoft FrontPage 2000 for web pages programming environment 
ur. Microsoft Access 2000 for database tools 
iv. VB Scripting and HTML codes for client side scripting 
v. Active Server pages 3.0 for server side scripting 
vr. Internet Information erver 5.0 for web server 
Fncult ·of .ompiucr Se1 mco nod lntbnnn11on l hnolo)lY 
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Chapter 4 System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System design is a critical part for the whole project. Good design is the key to 
successful software project. This is the stage in the system development process where 
the requirements for the system are translated into the system characteristics [10]. There 
are four stages in the system design process as follow: 
The stages in the design process are: 
• Architectural Design 
The sub-system marking up the system and their relationships is identified and 
documented. In this model, users interact though the use of server-side programs that 
provide for an enhanced experiences. 
• Process Design 
Structured design is a process oriented for breaking up a large program into hierarchy 
chart of module that result in a computer programs which is easier to implement and 
maintain. 
• Database Design 
The data structure used in the sy tern implementation are designed in detail and 
specified. In a relational database, a table or relation is a collection of unique 
instances of similar data. 
• User Interface Design 
S rvic ar all cated l different .ompon Ill of the syst m and th interfaces of 
these component are desi ned to ennbl • us ·r int •ra 'lion with th s st m. 
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4.2 System Architecture 
The figure 4 .1 shows the overview of the SMMS arc hi tecturc. 
Web Seiver 
Client 
Database 
Local Area Network 
Client 
Client Client 
Figure 4. I: SMM ystcm Architecture 
The clients in ystem architecture will be the u er. in J.'SKTM , u h as udministrar r, 
lecturer , tutor and tudents. 
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The SMMS will be using a three-tier architecture design. This three-tier architecture can 
be represented by presentation/application tier, functionality/service tier, and data 
repositories. In SMMS, the presentation tier wiJI be provided by the web browser 
(Internet Explorer 5.0 or above), which will display the web site of the project. 
The functionality/service tier is the tier responsible for providing business services. This 
tier will take and gather information that is received from the user and will process this 
information. Processing of information will confirm to the business rules of the 
requirement identified, encapsulating business logic of the system. The processing wiJI 
then involve the database services, provided by the back end. This tier will involve the 
usage of Internet Information Server. 
The data repositories wilI be the place for storage of important data such as students' 
marks and their relevant details. The data will be stored in the Microsoft Access 2000. 
The functionality/service tier can do the retrieval from the data repositories by using the 
query of the database in. The components involved in SMMS are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Presentation/ 
Application Tier 
Functionality/ 
Service Tier 
Data 
Repositories 
g Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
{HTML, VB Script, DHTML) 
Client 
a 
HTTP 
1r 
1 Data calculation and manipulation, verify password, result analysis, etc {A.SP, server object) 
Web Server 
SQL 
, command 
tj Microsoft Access "O 0 Rel tion I t b s 
Fi ture 4.-: SMMS Three-tier Ar ·hit· ·L11r • 'SI 11) 
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4.2.1 System Modeling 
A system model is a representation of a proposed system that describes how data is 
flowing throughout the system. It shows what and where data or information enters a 
system and where it will be taken and the points where data will be output. 
There are many varieties of design diagrams used to document the data flow diagram 
(DFD), structured charts, decision trees and so on. For the proposed system, structure 
chart was chosen to present the system. 
4.2.1.l Structure Chart 
Structure chart is used to depict high-level abstraction of a specified system. The use of 
the structure chart is to describe the iteration between independent moduJes. Major 
functions from the initial component part of the structure chart that can be broken into 
detailed sub-components. 
Student Marks Management System 
(Sl\lI1\1S) 
I 
Administrator L cturer Tutor Stud nt 
Module Module Module Module 
igure 4. ncral tru lure hart for th' propos d yst m 
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4.2.1 System Mode Jing 
A system model is a representation of a proposed system that describes how dnt i 
flowing throughout the system. It shows what and where data or information enters a 
system and where it will be taken and the points where data will be output. 
There are many varieties of design diagrams used to document the data flow diagram 
(DFD), structured charts, decision trees and so on. For the proposed system, structure 
chart was chosen to present the system. 
4.2.1.J Structure Chart 
Structure chart is used to depict high-lev I ab tracti n of a p cif d t m. The use 
the structure chart is to de cribe the itcrati n betwc n independent m ul . Maj r 
functions from the initial component part f the tructure chart that can be br ken int 
detailed sub-components. 
Student Marks Mana ement System 
(~S) 
I . 
"' Administrate L cmr Tuto , tu ent 
Module Mo ule Md L '.M ule 
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Lecturer Module 
l I I I I I I 
M.arks . Allthen!:ication Courses Setting Management Communication Personal Reminder 
Lo~ID& Add, delm 
Mm Viewing 1- Send Message Confi.gun - Add, Remove & Pas~d Verify course ID Pcuon6.I Det&ils edit. period 
Logout Accessibility Add, Delete. 
1- Inbor Message ~ Change Se~ Edil.Mai:la PuS"\llrO!tl 
Add, delete 
~ Delete Message Sw&nt 
Figure 4.4: Structure chart for Lecturer Module 
Tntor Modnle 
I I I I I I 
I 
Authentication Courses Setting Marks Commurucallon Personal I Remmder Management 
i . 
Logjn ID& Add, delete 
Marks Viewing ,_ Send Message Configur~ Add, Removt& Pas sword Verify course ID ,_ Pmontl Delai11 - edit period 
Logout Add, Delete, '"" lnbox Muu~e Ch e .... Eihi 6Ib P "wc..d 
Add, delete 
..... Otltl• Mtot ~ Studont 
·igure 4. tructure chart for Tut r M dul 
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Administrtor 
Module 
I I I I I 
Authentication Course ID User ID Communication PerS-Ona! Record Management Viewing 
UiginID& Add New 
AddUserlD '- SendMesnge Con5gure View Dal.abue Password Verify Course ID ..... Peuonsl Details Table 
Logout Edit Existing Delete User ID 1- InboxMmage Change Find User ... '- .... Course ID hstlrofd Record 
.._Delete~ 
Edit Um ID '-- Delete Messagt Course ID 
Figure 4.6: Structure chart for Administrat r Module 
Student Module 
I I 
Authentication Course ID Personal 
,__ Login ID & 
'-- 
Register A 
lo- 
Co11.hgur 
P ssword Verify C urs l rso11al Delatl 
Logout ropA Chu ~ ..... 
Cour e ID 
..._ 
PMr;v rd 
Figure 4. 7: tructure hart f r tud nt M dul · 
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4.3 Process Design 
4.3.1 Data Flow Diagram 
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphic illustration that shows the data flow and logic 
within a system. In order to simplicity and clarify what the data flow diagram is 
portraying, there are supplemental conversions as shown in Table 4. l. 
Symbol Name Description 
I 
External sources or destinations 
I Entity of data. Interact with system but are outside Its boundary. 
It used to show the movement of 
Flow of Data data from an origin to a .. destination with the head of rrow 
pointing towards the destination. 
I I 
It Is used for showing the data 
Data Store strorage or referenced by a 
process. 
I' 
It re pres en the tranf orrn tron r 
Process processing of ITYforma1:ion within 
a system. 
Table 4.1: he four basic symbol u ed in F 
Focult of .omputer Science nnd lnfon1111t1on I •hnolol'I 
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4.3.2 Data Flow Diagram for Proposed System 
To have a rough idea about how the system flow before the development of the system is 
put into action, a rough DFD is built according the user expectations and needs. 
I D1 I Login I Profile User name& r 1.0 .., Password Lecturer 
Request 
" lecturer 
Section 
.... ~ 
r: 
2.0 
.., 
Tutor 
1 Request r 0 Tutor - 
LoginJD & Section 
User Peseword _ :- SMMS ----- \. .... Verify LoginlO 
and Pesswo« r 3.0 
- Student Student 
Request Section 
.J 
3.0 ' 
.A.cknlnlstrator Adm in Request 
Section 
' ,,, 
Figure 4.8: Data ·Jow Diagram LeveJ Un
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,,. w 
O\ar)ge Password 2.1 ~d 
Request 
~ Change current 
Password ,_ Password , 
\ _,) ~, 
I os I 1 utor r 2.2 Profile 
P~Deta\\ ' 
Rea1JA!>:t Configure User Detail L - r ~ 
Personal 
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/ 2.3 " ~eD Register 
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course 
L Course ID - I Information r - I 
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,r 
3.1 ' New Change Password Password Request 
L Change 
,_ 
CUrrent Password Password .... 
r: 3.2 ' Personal Detail Cwrent User ·• Request Configure Detail ! os I ~;tudent Student - ,_ Personal Profile 
Detail OwlgedUser Detail 
/ 
3.3 ' Course() Register 
Course to . 
L ~ ~, D3 I Course - Course 10 - All AcceMable I lnforma1ion Setting Course ID 
.) 
Figure 4.11: Data Flow of Student Module 
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4.4 Database Design 
After successive levels of data flow diagrams are completed, the author use them to help 
catalog the data processes, flows, stores, structures, and elements in a data dictionary. 
4.4.1 Data Dictionary 
The data dictionary is a specialized application of the kinds of dictionaries used as 
references in everyday life. As a document, the data dictionary collects, coordinates and 
determines the specific data terms that use to store all the data in a system. Nine table 
have been created to store all the data that use for data processing in the SMMS. Table 
4.2 lists all tables in the database for the system and its purpose and table 4.3 - table 4. 15 
show the details of all of the attributes of the tables. 
Table Name 
Admin 
Description 
Store the details of the adrnini trator 
Lecturer 
Tutor Store the detai Is of the tutors 
Student Store the details of th 
Login 
Course 
LectCourse 
TutorCourse 
StudCourse 
Reminder 
Marks 
Message 
ourse ro added by th lecturers 
our c I added b the tut rs 
curse l added b th student 
d, ur ·c I that ha c to rem in I 
ind f the murk · t 
Maintain re the maint enan • I·-m·1il a Idr is: 
Table 4.2: Relational ta I ·s in MM 
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1. Table 4.3 shows the basic structure of "Admin" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNwnber Generate index record 
User.ID Text Adrnin ID 
Title Text Admin title (Mr., Ms., ... ) 
Name Text Ad.min name 
OfficePhone Text Admin office phone 
Email Text Ad.min e-mail address 
Department Text Department (NT, MIS, Al, SE) 
~ 
Password Text Password 
Table 4.3: Structure of "Admin" table 
2. Table 4.4 shows the basic structure of "Lecturer" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNumber enerate index rec rd 
User ID Text Lecturer ID 
-- Title Text Lecturer title (Mr., M ., ... 
Name Text L cturcr narn 
OfficePhone Text 
mail Text LI! turcr i-rnail addr 
Department Text Department NT, MIS, J\1 SI~) 
Password Text Pa w rd 
Table 4.4: tructurc f "L · .tur · "11 I· 
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3. Table 4.5 shows the basic structure of"Tutor" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNumber Generate index record 
User ID Text Tutor ID 
Title Text Tutor title (Mr., Ms., ... ) 
Name Text Tutor name 
OfficePhone Text Tutor office phone 
Email Te>..1: Tutor e-mail address 
Department Text Department (NT, MTS, AI, S ) 
Password Text Password 
- -- 
Table 4.5: Structure of "Tutor" table 
4. Table 4.5 shows the basic structure of "Student" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index Auto Number enerate index record 
Matrices Text Metric numb r 
User ID Text tudent 
Name Text Tutor name 
Major Text Majoring 
Email -- T 1;; t. Tutor e-mail addr s: 
Password Text Pa w rd 
Table 4.6: tructure f" tudent tab I 
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5. Table 4.6 shows the basic structure of i'Login" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
LoginID Text User login ID 
Password Text User login password 
UserGroup Text L=Lecturer, T=Tutor and 
etc 
Table 4. 7: Structure of "Login" table 
6. Table 4. 7 shows the basic structure of"Course" table. 
- 
Field Data Type Description 
Course ID Text ourse l ~ 
Course Name Text Course Name 
Tutor Yes/No Accessibility by tutor 
Student Yes/No Accessibility by tudent ~ 
Table 4.8: Structure of' Course" table 
7. Table 4. 7 shows the basic structure of "LectCourse" table. 
Field 
AutoNumber Generat 
De cription 
Student Yes/No 
Data Type 
Index 
UserID Text Lecturer f 
Name Text 
CourselD Text le lurer 
CourseName Text 
Tutor 
l 11111 1 Ill 11f l\l 1ln 11 
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8. Table 4.9 shows the basic structure of"TutorCourse" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNumber Generate index record 
UserID Text Tutor ID 
Name Text Tutor Name 
CourseID Text Course 1 D added by tutor 
CourseName Text Course name 
Table 4.10: Structure of"TutorCourse" table 
9. Table 4.9 shows the basic structure of"StudCourse" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index Auto Number enerate index record 
UserID Text Student JD 
Matrices Tex1. tudent metric number 
Name Text tudenl name 
CourseID Text ourse ID added by tudent 
CourseName Text Course name 
Table 4.11: Structure of "Studf.ourse" table 
10. Table 4.9 shows the basic structure of "Me sage" table. 
Field Data Type 
Index Auto Number 
I To Te I 
From T~xt 
Date Dare/Time 
Message Mcm 
Description 
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11. Table 4.10 shows the basic structure of"Marks" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNumber Generate index record 
UserID Text Student ID 
Matrices Text Student metric number 
Name Text Student name 
CourseID Text Course ID 
CourseName Text Course name 
Marks Type Text Marks type (tutorial, lab, etc) 
SessionM Number Marks type session ( 1, 2, 3 ... ) 
Date Date/Time Date while marks updated 
Marks Text Student's marks ill number form 
Grade Text Students marks ill alphabet form 
Table 4.13: Structure of "Marks" table 
12. Table 4.11 shows the basic structure of "Reminder" table. 
Field Data Type Description 
Index AutoNumber encratc index record 
UserID Text Lecturer or tutor id 
Name Text Lecturer or tut r narn 
Period Number Days that remind us r updat marks 
Last Update Datc!Timc Last update the mark 
Course[D Text Course id that ha e t r mind 
Course Name Text ourse name 
_._ 
Table 4.14: Structure of"Rcmindcr··tablc 
13. Table 4.9 shows the basic structure of "Maintain" table. 
AutoNurnb ·r 
Field Data Type Des ·ription 
Email ext 
'n rat • ind ·x r Index 
Mamtam ·r ·-111, ii 
Table 4.1 . Stru 'lu1 'l l'"M \11111.un" tnl I 
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4.5 User Interface Design 
Graphical User Interface (Gills) has been chosen as an interaction devise for SMMS. 
They are available on all PCs, Apple Computers and Unix Workstation. The reasons 
GUis has been chosen are: 
• They are relatively easy to learn and use. Users with no computing experience can 
learn to use the interface after a brief training session. 
• The user has multiple screens (windows) for system interaction switching from one 
task to another is possible without losing sight of information generated during the 
first task. 
• Fast, full-screen interaction is possible with immediate access to anywhere on the 
screen. 
Table 4.16 below shows the principal characteristics of this type of interface [ 11 J. 
Characteristic Description 
Windows Multiple windows allow differ nt informati n to e 
displayed simultaneously on the user's screen. 
Icons Icons represent different types f informati n. orne 
systems icons represent files and the y tern pr e · . 
Menus Commands are selected from a menu rather than typed 
in command languages. 
Pointing A pointing device uch as mou e is used for s ·I · tin 1 
m a m nu r indi ating it m f int re t in c I 
Graphics raphical element can be rm cd with t .xt on th, sum 
displa . 
Table 4.16: The Principal ham ·1 •ri 'ti' f MM Int .rfac · 
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The Figure below shows the examples of the first draft or idea how the SMMS user 
interface look like . 
. ~::·~~~~~'!-~ ~·~!:a.:.~~~-::.~ .··-·:'.~:.'~.':~~~:~:::.:· ... ·.·.·~·~·-~-·-:.~.·~···._· . ·- 
; .,.. .. !> ~: : 3: .. @l .(l .. \ ·ii·· ,(S.t,,, 01 L"·· r , ~, 
i' ,;.... F- .. Slop 'Re/Noh -- ~ ~ F ...... ...,..: Nol Plft £dl ·J.-~hl'lx~-..;hk;,,...,..;.,.....,.__ - - . ' tn. •i 
~ . Stu de t Mark. 
'9 l\tla1 age 1e11 Sys te 
(SMM) 
Password. f== 
.:J 
Figure 4. 13: Example of user interface - Login Page 
'9SMMS lcctuu11 Sectmn Micro1ofl lnlom11 
!Jo Edi ~- F.....,,t.. ,Iodo 1:fe1p 
~ . J . ·::J ~ .!J _j - _I 
'J e.a. Slap Re!rcli> H- I s""""' F....... Hq Mei "'" £dl Diocuo• 
. A611°" I ] Mp/I-"""" l>klnun..W.~., Nm 
....... . ....__._ .. ~. - - _~ .. 
:o:J Go LrAI" 
. , 
~··t' 
You are in the Lecturer Section ... 
\'C)Ul' ":im~ : l>r. 1:i7Jiu 0th m1m 
our Prrrn111•l l1) 1 1.128 
o.... ...., .... 
Figure 4.14: 'xamplc of u er inte ac · I • .tur ·1 itu n 
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. 'ii ~- ..... - J . ..... 
. Student l\1arks 
SI; Mai ageruerrt System ~ 9 (SMMS ~ <,:/' 
.. 
-~ 
.:.wi...tl's new 
tr<t«k.n.w ' w:RESJIOI S1Sh:mTen•Bih 
I~ l ,_)_ l't
------------- 
Figure 4.15: Example of user interface - Marks Management 
' £).. f<tt y,... ~~... 1,,.. l!~ .. 
. .., . .) ..:.) ~ ~ ...J .j -'.)· . _J 
' ' SIClp ROii°"' Home SNldl F--.. H....,, Mal Pih Edi o ...... 
WKES3309/ WllES3369/ WAES'.\369/ WXET3Wl>/WM:ESJJ09 
PENGA TUR ARAAN Mur, {EDrA 
I \II \\\f(, 'II' I 'I II~<, 
llo .. lucJrrit ..,ia.mc M'"'"(" 16111 .:ltll 11,.,,h ... 
I Tan ee Choong WEK9900R2 9 8 
2 Leo, •ong Yt"8 Wfil{ ??000 I 7 
~ Lr '!cwfo ~N'F.l\.~l 'l ,\ 
~ T>nHMtl'.olr Whl' ~9Qllt) 1 9 
tll1I Ac 
10 
~ 
o .... 
Figure 4. 16: xample of user intcrfac · Viewing Mar s R .o d 
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4.6 Summary 
The system design phase is an important phase while developing a project. In this phase 
there are 4 main important stages include in the design process such as Architecture 
Design, Process Design, Database Design and User Interface Design. 
In the architecture design stages, the overviews of SMMS architecture have been 
determined. Besides, the underlying tier system also have been researched to let the 
author have a clear view before develops the system. The SMMS implemented three-tier 
architecture system that includes the presentation/application tier, functionality/service 
tier and data repository. 
The process design stages stated the structure of the SMMS and the data .flow in each 
process that running in the system. There are three main modules in MM such as 
Lecturer Module, Tutor Module and Administrator Module. ach module has their 
special and limitation process that can be access by the user. Besides, the data flow 
process in the system also had been stated in the SMM Data Flow iagrarn ( , ). 
After the process design stages, the author proceed to the database design stages. In 
database design, data dictionary of the system had been designed. The databa e table 
that proposed use in the system have been designed according the related name of each 
data and their data type. They are 13 tables use to capture and tore the u eful 
information and data in the system. 
Lastly, all the designing such as tructure de ign, pr ce 
have been gather to develop user interface. raphi al 
de ign and database de ign 
ir Int ·rfo ( JUI de ·i 111 has 
been chosen to allow the interaction between the u er and 
pointer and to click the anchor that linked to anothe rclut id pa '· ·. 
ir .an u ·1;; mou · 
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Chapter 5 Implementation 
5.1 Implementation 
System implementation is a process of developing a system based on the given 
requirements. In order to do that, appropriate tools and suitable languages are needed to 
code the programs. A number of software was chosen in this case. 
5.2 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. Using the 
suitable hardware wilJ help speed up system development. The hardware and software 
tools used to develop and documented the entire system is as discuses below. 
5.2. l Hardware Requirement 
The hardware used to develop this project are listed below: 
• 700MHz AMD Duron Processor 
• 128MBRAM 
• 52X CD-ROM Drive 
• 20GB Hard Disk 
• Other standard desktop PC component 
5.2.2 Software Tools/Component requirement 
• Software Tools for Design and Report Writin 1 
Visio Professional 5.0 wa u ed t d the graphical d · ·ign and Mi r sol W rd 
2000 was used to do the documentation and us ·r manual, 
f'uculiy of omputer Science und lnformonon I ·hnoloit 
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• Software Tools for Development 
A few software tools were used for the system development as listed in Table 5.1 
Software/ Tools Purpose D~ription 
Wmdows98 System Requirement Operating System (OS) 
ITS 5.0 Web server Testing web page in FSKTM 
Microsoft Access 2000 Database As the system database to store data 
Microsoft InterDev 6.0 Coding Coding ASP and HTML 
Microsoft FrontPage 2000 Interface design Design web page interface 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 Interface design Create image and background 
Table 5.1: Software Tools Used 
5.3 Development of Proposed System 
This section explained the development of this system, which focuses on the analysi f 
usage of the technology and development tools that had been used. 
5.3. I Database Development 
The database server of this project is Microsoft Access 200. Microsoft Access 2000 is a 
very user-friendly database, which support amount of record up lo 2 B and much more 
secure. 
5.3.2 User Interface Development 
The user interface for this project wa developed u mg Mier oft Inter ev and 
Microsoft FrontPage 2000. Both are web page editor programs that allow th u ·r to ·dit 
HTML and ASP file. 
To make the interface of thi proj ct more aura ti ima 1 ·- ·ditin 1 l ol su h 11.' J\dt l 
Photoshop war u ed. 
tucuhy of ornpuror Science und lnformntion Toohnolop;y 
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5 .3 .3 Application Development 
The application development involves creating and designing the user interfaces, coding 
the application using Microsoft InterDev and FrontPage 2000 and linking the application 
to the database. 
Structu.re Programming 
Structure programming is a programming method of organizing and coding programs 
that aims to simplify control paths so that the program can be easily understood and 
f modified. Structure programming reduces the complexity created when programs jump 
forward and backward to other parts of the program, obscuring the logic and flow of the 
program. 
ASP (Active Server Pages) support structure programming by providing sequential, 
iteration (FOR and WHILE statement etc.). 
Modular Programming 
Modular programming is defined as breaking and application into mall programming 
unjts that perform a single task. In ASP, this can be done by using the function and sub 
function based on the events. 
When an application is composed of mall function that perform a single task, 
maintenance is much easier. Functions can be har d arnon 1 forms b odin • the 
functions into .inc or .asp file. The other file can hare these fun .uons b in lud that Iii 
in the header. 
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5.4 Problem Encountered 
In this project, the problems encountered are related to software, hardware and 
programmmg language used Nevertheless, most of these problems were solved 
eventua11y. 
5.4. l Problem of Changing Student Name List in each Semester 
This system wi11 use back all the existing student metric number and course information 
in FSKTM although students registered courses are different in each semester. The 
lecturers or tutors have suffered from manually input of key in the student name list for 
each semester for a course. Beside, the system database also become no reliable if the 
every semester bas to delete the previous semester student name list and input the new 
name list. 
Solution: 
SMMS has design a student section and all the FSKTM student metric number added to 
the system as a user id. So students can login as a user of the system to change the 
registered course by themselves in each semester and it will reduce the lecturer or tutor 
workload because the new student name list will be generate in each semester 
automatically by the system according the student registered course in each emester. 
5.4.2 Problem of Different Lecturer Requirement 
Some lecturer doesn't like the student to add the courses to provide automated generating 
student name list in a course in each semes1er. Besides, it al not all the c urse in ol ed 
the tutor to manage the students' marks. 
Solution: 
SMMS has provided a " ourse Acces ibility' f uncti n in Le tur r · tion to r · nri ·t th 
access control to a course. This function rnunipulalc, the · rn c x to Ii 'pl 1 th · 
accessible course· only to the student or tuto secti n interface. • the tutc r or stud ·nt 
can't add r rcgi. ter id s me cour se: , whi h rc: tri ·1' 1 ·s:-i rh ·I' 1t11 rs. 
61 
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5.4.3 Problem of entered the null or unmeaning value 
Sometimes user didn't input some value in the required field before summit the page, 
this will make the system error because the database will not accept the null value or the 
unmeaning value. 
Solution: 
Some JavaScript will be used as the error control to improve the reliability of the system. 
System will prompt a message box if the user didn't input the suitable value in the 
system. 
5.4.4 Problem of creates an automatic E-mail Reminder function 
At the beginning phase of develop SMMS, the author had suggest a reminder function 
that used to remind the users (lecturer and tutor onJy) update their students' marks 
frequently according the period set by them. But after the author discovering the 
automatic send E-mail function, the author found that this function is not easy to built, 
because it involve the coding about the SMTP server and an .exe program that u ed to 
always perform checking the date from the web server before the reminder mail end to 
users' e-mail address. The ASP components that need are such as AspMail, AspQMail, 
Jmail, OCX Mail/ASP and etc. These types of component also need to purchase through 
Internet. 
Solution: 
The reminder function had change to displaying a reminder me sage in the main pa e of 
the SMMS system while the user had login into the system. 'o u er can ju l clic n the 
following message, which is a hyperlink to the mark management 'l! ·ti n for th" r ·lut .d 
course. 
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Chapter 6 System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
Testing is a process of verification and validation of a system. Verification and 
validation are sometimes confused but actually both different activities. The difference 
between them are succinctly summarized by Boehman ( 1979): 
• Verification, Are we are building the right product? 
• Validation, are we building the product right? 
This phase ensures that the system is doing and producing the perceived output. It is also 
a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the ultimate review of a 
specification, design and coding (12]. he objectives of testing ar stated as b low: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent f finding an error. 
• A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an a y t 
undiscovered error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undisc v red rror. 
6.2 Testing Techniques 
There are two t chniques applied in testing this y tern: white · t ·ting and bin ·k x 
testing. 
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6.2.1 White Box Testing 
White box testing is a test case design method that uses the control structure of the 
procedural design to derive test cases. Using white box, the developer can derive test 
cases that: 
• Guarantee that all independent path within a module have been exercised at least 
once 
• Exercise all logical decisions on their true and false sides 
• Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds 
• Exercise internal data structures to assure their validity 
Tests D rive 
~~~~~0~~l;~~~~~~~~~i,...._ --~ Te t utput 
Test Data 
t 
Figure 6.1: White Box Te ting 
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6.2.2 Black Box Testing 
Black box testing focus on the functional requirements of the software. That is, black 
box testing enables the software engineer to derive sets of input conditions that will fully 
exercise all functional requirements for the program. Black box testing is not an 
alternative to white box techniques; rather it is a complementary approach that is likely 
to uncover a different class of errors. 
Black box testing attempts to find errors in the following categories: 
• Incorrect or missing functions 
• Interface errors 
• Errors in data structure or external database acces 
• Performance errors 
• Initialization and termination errors. 
Input Test Data 
rooooOOOOOOOo000oOOOOOOOOOOH0000oOO .. H000 ..... 000000000~000o~ 
i I , System 1 
~ ! 
I I 1..... .. . J 
Output Test Result G 
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6.3 Testing Strategies 
The testing process is implemented throughout the dcvclopm nt of this 
implemented in stages because the system itscl f is composed of pro dure nd fun ti ns 
The testing process consists of unit testing, integrating le ting and sy tern t tin . 
6.3.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest component of the system design. 
Each Component is treated as a stand-alone entity and tested individually to ensure that 
they operate correctly. 
The unit testing involves: 
• Testing the interfaces to ensures that information flow properly into and out f 
the program unit. 
en ure that the component perating • Testing the boundary conditions 
correctly at boundary value . 
• Make sure that all indep ndcnt path in a contr I tructurc are tc ted at lea t nee. 
• Testing all error handling paths. 
Ml dule \( 
be tested 
b 101 lll\mllin 
T· t 
c,,. ·s 
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6.3.2 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program tru tun hil 
at the same time conducting test to uncover error associated with int rf ing, 
objective is to take unit-tested modules and built a program structure that h 
dictated by design (12]. 
The incremental integration approach was used in testing this system. By using this 
approach, the program is constructed and tested in small segments where errors are easier 
to isolate and correct. Moreover the interfaces are more Jikely to be tested completed too. 
The testing such as generating the relevant students' name list for each course that 
construct by the lecturer also had been done. That means each lecturer or tutor will get 
the correct students' name list. 
6.3.3 ystern Te ting 
ystem te ting i actually a erie f different te t who e primary purpose i t fully 
exercise the computer-based system [ 12]. At the final stage, the software is incorporated 
into a larger system. Sy tern testing is to ensur that the ystem is functioning well und r 
a larger system. Performing y tern te ting on thi ystem i to en urc that all y t im 
elements have b en integrated and perform the function a requir d. 
Be nde , the 'MM · stern al had ccn u I adcd int the I·. KTM th' ·i · lab 11 ' v cl> 
erver for the tern te tin purp 
author are data a c connecti n path tc ting. Thi i. b au. ' a ·11 mo ihine hod cliff ·1 ·111 
file storage tern and th di r nt. 
Be ide • the y tern performan 
download for ·a ·h pa is n l so lonu. 
nsur · th· ti111 wnitiu • to 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation And Conclusion 
7.1 System Strengths 
• Independent of operation Platform 
This system can operate in any platform as a long as the web brow r be n us d 
support JavaScript and ASP. JavaScript has been used as client scripting f r form 
validation and error control. Using the client side scripting can reduce the 
workload on the server and JavaScript has been used because of it is the most 
widely use scripting among others. ASP codes has been used to data 
manipulation and interface design. 
• Simple and user-friendly interface 
The user interface of the system is very user-friendly and quite consistent from 
one interface to another in the same component. The flow of the system is very 
easy to follow and user do not have to follow ant c mplcx procedure in 
performing certain function. All the function can be performed easily by ju t 
clicking a button and filling the require information. 
• Security 
Like most system, security is the one of the mo t important aspects in the 'Y tern. 
System security is implemented using I and pas word. /\ valid login and 
pa word i required to acce and make change in the y tern dat a c. hi 
system provides f ur levels of u er login control lhat adrnini trat r, lecturer, 
tutor and student. A P ode ha used the " es i n" alidaucn ford ·t · .uon the 
validate user roup such a A J\drnini trator ection, L Lecturer cti n, T - 
Tutor en n and - tudent ection. E ry login have th ·ir O\, n pri ii · ' and 
the pri ilcge will d t irmin · th ' rel ivan: a ' that the u · ir an hand! in the 
sy t rn. With I· ~IM Mi ro ·on Int .rn 1 Inform uion S ·rvi • · s. as th · w ·b 
•r ir, all Ii 'tll mu ·hin • in th • fo ·1d1 th 11 xinn · ·t t it mus: b · Im · 1 trust ·d 
nn · ti n r irnnr ·d f ·nni .sron t rnonipulut th dutubn,• · ·1 1 .d in ud ·it. 
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• Maintainability 
The system is easy to maintain because some of the function arc tor d in fil s 
Meanwhile every object type is written in standard form and the file nam 
every component also rename in a standard way. This i important f r 
administrator in doing maintenance work. Besides, the system al o provid a 
maintainer e-mail address allow the user send e-mail to the system programmer 
or maintainer if the system have any problem. For the convenient of the changing 
person in charge for the maintenance in future, the maintainer e-mail address can 
vary from time to time in one of the function that provide in the admin.istrator 
section. 
• System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the u ers do not need to know 
where tbe database resides, how is the system structure, its database management 
system and anything related to the y tern built. Thi feature i very imp rtant t 
avoid confusion that could lead to destruction of the important data. 
• Easy Navigation 
Each of the function page consi t a " A " button, which all w the easy 
navigation from a page to another page. This system doesn't have the page that 
link to the outside web page, so if what the u er do i ju t click a function t 
perform th function and click the 'BA K button t di play back th prcvi u 
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7.2 System Limitation 
• JavaScript Enabled Web Browser 
The browser been use must be JavaScript and VBScript compatible. As m ntion 
earlier, JavaScript has been use as the client side cripting for error h king and 
data handling. 
• Marks input function for each student must perform one by one 
System didn't provided input marks function for all student in a page but 
separated the input to one by one. This is because the error and data checking for 
the marks input page for aJJ students in a singJe page could slow down the system 
performance since there is only one web server. 
• User Cannot Register through web 
Another limitation is the user cannot register as a new user through web. Thi 
limitation exist due to the central maintenance by adrnini tration, he rcgi rercd 
User ID and Password only can get fr m the administrator for each new u er 
(except tudent). However, thi trucrure wilJ increa e the ecuriry of the ysrern. 
The student user id is automatically generated by the admini straror where the user 
id for each student is their metric number and the first time password is" 1234". 
They can change the password after their fir t time J gin through th "Per naJ 
Module" in the student secti n page. 
• No onlioc Help assistance 
ecau e f the time con traints th ·r is no onlin · h •Ii a .istan ·I( r rhi · s st ·111. 
• Le u ser t ·ting 
Aflcr fin: h thi pr ~eel, there arc la· of th r •al II' •r · t ··tin 1 and 1iv Oi ini n 
about this s st sm. I u · to th" tim • onstraints, it onl d 111 > lo th· su rvisor for 
this 1 roi ·'I. 
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7.3 Future Enhancements 
System development is a dynamic process. This system was developed in less than thr 
month. While deveJoping this system, new ideas come about. Howev r, du 10 tim 
constraint, not all of these ideas could be incorporated into the ystem. om f th id 
that come about are as follows: 
1. There is no password encryption used in this sy tern. Passwords are store 
directly into the database. If password can be encrypted, then the system will 
be much more secured. 
n. The system should provide database backup so that data can be recover if the 
database is corrupted. 
111. The system should provide a function that can automatically read the I text 
file which content all the tudent name Ii t and their relevant detail into the 
database o can reduce the admini trator w rkload f reach year t update the 
new user id. 
rv. Provide more efficient onlinc u er guide to guide user t u e the y tern 
efficiently. 
v. The interfa c f the y tern an be de igncd in a rn re tandardizcd , a , 
which h w the prof , ·i nal of de ignin, a tern. 
1. ·1 h . 1 »n . h uld enhan e Lhc r 'minder unction t aurornari ten rat th 
mail thr ugh the MTP. rv r in th fo ult to th' u: 'r. 
v11. Refinin odin 1 to iin1 r d · st ll1 .rfbnn 111 • . 
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7.4 Knowledge Gained 
Valuable knowledge was gained throughout the development of thi. syst m. Auth r h, _ 
expose to client - server development environment, database distribut d _ . I m, 
programming and concepts, as well as LAN configuration. 
Author have learn many skills on how to develop application using software tools like 
Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0, Microsoft Ace ss 2000, Microsoft FrontPage 2000, Visio 
®Professional 5.0, Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and other unmentioned software tools. 
SMMS are develop by the some web programmmg languages such as ASP 3.0, 
VBScript, JavaScript, HTML, DHTML and database programming languages such as 
SQL. The author has learned how to develop a real database server web application 
system. There are a lot of the coding technique, had been learn after develop this system. 
The author al o ha chance to applied the ric ·and kn wl dgc gained through the c ur e 
of computer science studie I ikc WX, 2104 ystcm Analy is & esign and WX _ 204 
Software ngineering. 
There is also improvement in skill or finding information and clas ifying fact , besid s 
improving skill of problem olving and troubl - sh oting. 
Be ides, the auth r als und r rand better n th tudcrus mark management 
and concept. 
s 
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7.5 Overall Conclusion 
OveralI, the main objectives of the project had been achieved through th Ii a , till 
plenty rooms for improvements. 
However, like other software application, this system is not escapable from it limit non, 
But these aIJ can be overcome in time, by making the nccc ary future enhancement. 
Finally, it is hope that this project really help improving mark manag ment system in 
the Faculty of Computer Science and Information TechnoJogy, University Malaya 
At last, the author hopes SMMS are not limited only to the marks management in 
FSKTM but it can support others faculty need in University of Malaya. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
I . I Introduction 
The Student Marks Management system (SMM ) is wcb-pag m rks 
management systems that help lecturers and tutors to manage the , tudents' mark 
in FSKTM more efficiently. All the useful information will be tor in th 
database through the user interface that provided by MMS web page. It is a new 
idea from the current non-centralized system, which is currently using by the 
lecturers or tutors in the faculty. 
This system consists of 4 Section such as Admin Section, Lecturer Section., Tutor 
Section and Student Section. It may have some same or different modules 
provided in each of the section. 
Admin Section 
• Record Viewing Module 
- This module provide functi n for admini trat r t viewing the table re ord in 
SMMS database system. Administrator can choo e which table record n ed t 
be display in the brow er. 
- Besides the admini trat r al ·o .an find a u er re rd in the data a · ta I 
records by input the User I in the record findin fun lion. 
• Us rs Manag m nt Iodul 
- Thi m dule provide· function for admini strator lo add, dit and d ·I >I· the all 
t P' or 
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• Courses Information ModuJe 
- This module provides function for add, edit and delete th cour . information 
in FSKTM. The courses information will display in the other thrcc-u er ti n 
to convenient users add or drop the course in each cmc tcr. 
Lecturer & Tutor Section 
• Marks Management Module 
- This module consists of several types of marks management functions such as 
add, edit and delete students' marks, student marks record viewing, add or delete 
student name Jist in certain courses. 
• Reminder 
- This module provide function for u er to et the reminder period t each 
course, which construct by them. 
• Course Management Module 
- Thi module al low U1 u r t add r drop the c ur in each em tcr by 
choo ing the c ur e c de fr m the c mb ox. F r lecturer e ti n it pr vide an 
extra function, " ourse Acces ibility", Thi Iuncti n allow the lectur rs re tri t 
the acce ·ibility from tutor or tudent 10 certain cour es. 
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Student Section 
• Student Course Module 
- This module can Jet the student to add or delete the cour e in e ch m t r b 
them. But the accessibility to courses are depends from the lecturers ·· urs 
Accessibility" setting. 
All Section 
• Communication Module 
- This module provides the convenient mes age y tern t the users (except 
student section). User can send or receive message from the other user in 
SMMS. 
• Personal Module 
- This module pr vid funcu n to u er add, edit r delete their per nal detail 
such as name, e-mail, pa word, etc. 
• Logout Module 
- Users can I g ut fr m the tern through thi m dule b Ii ing the h p rlin 
that provided. 
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1.2 Hardware Requirement 
The minimum requirements to run SMM arc: 
./ A IBM compatible PC with 486 processor and above 
./ 32 MB RAM (64MB recommended) 
./ SVGA Graphic Adapter (able to support 800x600 resolution) 
./ Keyboard 
./ Mouse 
./ Network card 
1.3 Software Requirement 
The software requirements to run MM are: 
./ Any JavaScript - enabled brow er Micro oft Internet xplorer 5.0 and 
above rec mmende ) 
./ Microsoft Windows 98, NT, M ~and 2000. 
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Chapter 2 SMMS Main Menu 
2.1 Starting SMMS 
To start SMMS, users need to start their web browser. ft is recommended that . "' urit. 
setting for the web browser set to Medium to maximize SMMS functionality. Th nu ers 
need to type http://J 0.100. l. I 95/wek990082/smms/home.asR and press nt r k y. For 
your information, the network connection User name= wek990082, Password= 791227 
and Domain = finaJyear. 
, / file f;dl !{iew FJVOIUt loolt li~ 
) . . . ~· .... , ...... -· - 
,/ ~ • . • :) .E ~ ~ .iJ ~ !!6· " . d 
tl . ..'. Berk;· ' ·'.·"-,··n ~ ·Refleih ~ 5wd'i F~ HiiAar1 Mei Pili Edi Ow.<:uu 
l~enl4!J ~·//cl"«fig!~N4l :::J 2Go Lm,. 
Figure 2.1: SMM main page 
2.2Logon 
To logon, the user has key in a valid login identity (J ) and a valid p,u ·'Word. After 
typing your u er I and pa word, you may clic the I 'in button to allow 1J1 • 't m to 
proce the verification. 
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2.3 Login as admin 
After login successfully, user will be bring to the system main page. In thi pa it 
provides some brief explanation on what the system can do for you. elow is wh t 
seen when user login as admin. 
hat This System oes ·1 
TI"'' 11~111 m 111 11\ lo 1\lpµort Ill M 1k11 M 11· m 111 m F<' CTNI, Ur.~11>1\y M I y p.,. 
web- n blod ayllom. 11 llow ulhonnd u111r 10 11 tho ay1t m from ny pl e In lh 
r cull y Thue it h Ip • vin the time of us r nd improve lhe tlic1ency of I heir rk 8 low 11 
the modulo 3V3d:ibtc for dmin1 r:itor in tho sy cm 
Figure 2.2: Admin cction Main Page 
Module available LO administrat rare 
and Logout. 
rd Vi .win 1, U ir. 
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2. 4 Login as lecturer 
After login successfully, user will be bring to the system main page. In thi pag it 
provides some brief explanation on what the system can do for you. Below is what v . 
seen when user login as lecturer. 
'JI hllp //r.hoongl•mms/Mutnloctuivr osp • Microsoft lntmnol F..plmcr · -···.- . -t, ·: - • ·-· • ,-:-;·• --- • ..,..-':": '"".~, ·-: fl!ll'JEJ 
l Be .Eat .. t- F§VOlhs '.l:i:m. ~ 
·; ·?--- •. ·~ .~T-~~ :.u ~ , 
! . 8-* ' '• •· Slop; Relt:U. , HoMor S....:t. F""""w Hio1o!J M• 
i ~I~ 1-arx1i~~an..:: ..... - 
.. 
ctlon •.• 
. . 
1. KRl,PT 1(; FI, .: ·, 
hat This System Does ? 
nus y!Mm I built lo IJl)pOtt IM Mack M r,m11nt 1n I' KTM. Un .I tty M l y Air 
wob n bl d oyat m. rt flow U1horiud user lo ce th ey t m om ny pl ce n the 
,. Loclllirh- 
Figure 2.3: Lecturer ecti n Main Pag 
Module available t lecturer are Mark , Reminder, our e, P r nal, Mc ag and 
ogout. 
ll111\n II ofM11l11 II 
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2.5 Login as tutor 
After login successfully, user will be bring to the system main page. In this n • it 
provides some brief explanation on what the system can do for you. cf ow is wh t was 
seen when user login as tutor. 
1,t. 
~.l!J -~-- ,;:. • ' . _:.) :1 ; ,. iIJ 0 I' I • ~ "'°; ' ~ J;..;j 
Bd: ', , .. _ff. SIOI> R4lhsh HC1116 I S.Md\ F.....- Hittcw; ~ Pih E.- Oltcun. 
1~-JiJ lll11r11c:1iomg1-..1Mao.r..m.asii ..::.! ~Go 
1 ) hat This System Does ? 
Thi sy I m 1 built lo 1upport lhe M rka M neg m nl in l<TM, Un r rly M lay A a 
• .,...\.o ,., .. ,.. .. ,,. .. ,..'-#,...,.._ ,. ,..11-.,, ,,., ..... ,.. ... ,..,., .. ,.,.,.. 1,.. ,..,..,.,..,..,. I "' "'""''"'- f..,,._ "'"'" .. 1,..,..,. '"" U, ,., 
Figure 2.4: utor ection Main Page 
Module available to Tut r arc Mark , Reminder, ur c, Per nal, M age and gout. 
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2.6 Login as student 
After login successfully, user will be bring to the system main page. In this p ~ it 
provides some brief explanation on what the system can do for you. Below is what 
seen when user login as student. 
h t Thi yst m o ? 
This •y em II both IQ upport ·~· M11h """"'90"" nl on F • Un1Y1J1 rty M I ya "' • 
w b- n d y em, rt \low vthonttd u r to ate:, lhe y em ft n ny pl ce in 1he 
t.cuhy. Thus ~ help c ng the t1m1 or u tr and mprove the eilic1 ncy ol th11r woril Below tt 
th• Mnriul• 11 • W l•Muf•r tf"I th• •"''"'"M 
Figure 2.5: tudent e lion Main Page 
Modules available t tudent are 
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2. 7 Record Viewing Module 
Figure 2.6: Record Viewing Module 
The administrator can find a user record in the Stv1MS database through this module by 
enter a user id that he want to find. If the adrnini trator didn't enter a user id, all record 
in the tables wiJJ be displayed. 
2.8 Users Management Module 
\ilif \ -, l \ I 
to11c'" tSd1MW1Jf'f'"SMM1rr,. cnn h•ft"t'-j,i 
Fi urc . 7: Us ·r M mu • ·m ·111 Modul · 
The admini trato an ad f, .dit or d I ·I th· us i I throuph this 1110 Iulc. s h • lo 
··I· ·1 1h . us ·r •r 11r> in th • .oml >IO/ I • or • 1 •1 Iorm 111 • li111 .tron 
\Jrm ·1 llY of Mol11 tt 
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2.9 Courses Information Module 
Pft!!i'11!iW!* pa; E?i*Pi13't'Wi1m111_ 
~~-~--~ ••• 1" 
: f' •. ~ , . ., ':l ~ ...... .-'._,,', .;::.:. 
- ~-;...,;:..,_,,.., .. 
I l.'1' ', ! ~ 1/ I ' ' 
Figure 2.8: Courses Management Module 
The administrator can add, edit or delete the course id through this module. User just 
only needs to click one of the following button to perform the Iuncti n. er should 
enter both course id and course name to add course id into system. For edit and delete 
course id function, user have to elect the c ur e id from m b x that pr vided. 
2. J 0 Per .onal Module 
I Modul · 
er can chang i any hi· p ·r .on ti d ·tnil · su h n . nnme, tiU \ I 1 ti rim ·nt, ·t · thr >U ~h thi · 
m dule. ser hav 10 fill up all th r .qui: · 11 ·Ids and r · nt ·r th· r as:\ 01 I h ·lb · .lic 
the submit button. If not a erro onur I m ·ssag • ho: ' ill Ji:1 I 1 • I al th· s 1 11 ju. I Ii 
I turc .8. 
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2.11 Communication Module 
• Send Message 
Figure 2.10: Send Mes age Function 
User can send message through thi module by click the ' end Me age" image button 
in the main page section. They have to input both user id and message content, if not the 
system will pop up a error control mes age to inform the user to do that. This mes age 
function allow u er to send me sage 10 m re than nc u r id. 
• lnbox Message 
.J 1 . ,, . 
er an h • k th ir me' ·u re b Ii ·k th· "Inbc " imu I 1111 11 rn th n1111n po 1 • 
section. The me sa 1 • • nt nt nn I th· l 11 • ar • showinu in a tul 1 · form rt. , • xm d ·I ·t · 
h · ·!-. th sm 111 h · ·~ I x I sid • th• 111 ·:~m 1 1111 I 
cli k the" 
I. 
11111\ 1 ti} ul Mui }II 
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2.12 Marks Management Module 
,.AdJJSlod= ,.D<i<t<~ 
Figure 2.12: Marks Managem nt Module 
There are 6 options in this module. There are add marks, edit mark , delete marks, view 
marks, add student and delete tudent. User must select one of the options to perform that 
function. 
• Add Marks 
\"\HE\. :WI 
Marks Type rnen 
Matot NWDl>er IWEK9714Z o:J 
Matlc.s r de IN rod :::J 
Figure 2. I : Add Ma · l·un .tion 
er must .ho . th "Mn k. · • and " .... ion 
daiab 
udd stud ·uts murk: lo 
: ·nd lhis "Mar . " i. n r qui: ·d f 1 11 rind must 
is an opuonul 1 ·I J. !\11 irror m -. s 1 b( 
th u r iidn'r lill u1 th "M 11 s" 1 11 
s 
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If the "Marks Type" option is Attendance, user just only can enter either I' 
present or 'O' =absent. If user enters other than 'l' or 'O', an error mes age bo will 
display on the screen. 
If user want to input the "Grade" field only, they must enter the dash charact r - · in 
the "Marks" field. 
Tips for fast performance: User no needs to choose a student metric number each 
time from the "Metric Number" field while adding each students' marks into system. 
This is because the combo box option will automatically scroJJ down to the next 
option/metric number after user added the first marks into system. The option will 
move around back to the first option and if the user had reentered the marks for the 
added student, a warning statement will display to the u er. 
• Delete Marks 
You can perform delete mnrk.s funcllon Lo 'es'1on of m tk.a Lype 
Mark.a'.l'ype Seu100 '13 
Ootuto Mork.I> 
You cm perform delete rwak.s fun~bon lo WI ~U5• 11 ofmlllk.s lyp 
Matks Type jTU1or1at 3 
Figure 2. 14: elete Mark uncti n 
User can perform delete mark' at through thi page. tern ha e prepared two 
option lo perform the murks d .lete fun tion, th. i are del -'l. mark. r r a '. 'ion I a 
marks type. Fore amp! u er an delete all th 'Tutorial I' r "Iut rial _' mark· in 
WR~ 0 I b Ii uuon. Anoth rd ·1-'t s mar ' Iun .tiun is 
delete mark a rding the mar lb II u ·I 'l . th 
mire 'Tut riul marks in WRE Ji· 
mu ·t be ·1;1rcful 
pro id th un fun ri n. An r Ii k th· d I ·1 • n tr s I utton 
d ·I •t xl r 111 thc : SI nu. 
ult n. s ·r 
nem ui<Jn't 
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• Marks Viewing 
._,·~~~~-i7'h,b~?t0·~-;;1·;;1·•rh'.~X?'<Yt·~...,..., ::;,.r;.,.a:"'"··:i1~~.1h'°'~i· ;,:·,.,,1:; ,., • ;, ," 
-, !"->' {l'>f ... ~~;) 
11..1 
.. ~~J:U1 ·~...&.:,, ...... .,.~ ... ~ .. JJi.l.f.'.CO'iC"-1.-Gr I ,1•/ /f'l1,/!.. f I 1,,~jf ••. .,,..- .... - ~ , - ;?' 
You can view any Marks Type or find the Student Matric Number related to the course through this 
module. 
Select the Marks Type Number you want to view: : r Tutorial r Attend ce 
Select the student M.etri.c Number to find: ·I :::J 
, '.':" And Record . j Clear I 
Figure 2. J 5: Marks Viewing unction 
User can view all the students' marks in a table format through the function provided in 
this page. The exist marks type for each course will automatically displayed as a check 
box in this page. What user needs to do is check the marks type box they want to view 
and click the "Find Record" button. 
Tips for fast performance: User can find one f the tudcnt ma ks ccord by ·elect the 
student metric number from combo box there. If the u er didn't choose any metric 
number from the combo box, aJJ the students' mark will b displayed. 
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Lecturers or tutors can add the student name list for a course by themselves throu h this 
function. All the faculty student metric number will display in the list box ·igur" . I ) 
and user can select multiple metric numbers by hold down the ' tr!' button whil d ing 
the selection. After user clicks the "Add Student" button. the updated name list will b 
display in the table format. 
• Delete Student 
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User can u e thi Iuncu n t delete r rem ve tudent name fr rn the Ii t. They ju t nly 
have to check the mall b x b idc each of th' stud ent name in th· table an ·Ii k th 
" elete ludcnt" button. The new r updated name list ill be di J la afler u er ·Ii· s 
that button. 
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·igure 2. J 7: elete tudent •unction 
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2.13 Reminder Module 
r-fllli3301 KRIPT~~ _ ~eriod ~ remind-(Da~): lone 31 
1-'=-LWXES1101 PENG1:._TURC~ C jPe~od to remind (Days): I No Reminder i'] J 
Add Aeminder Reset j 
Figure 2.18: Reminder Module 
This module only available to lecturers and tutors. User can use this module to perform a 
reminder function to certain course. First, user have to check the box in Jeft hand side of 
the table and then select the period to remind them update marks for that course. The 
system wilJ remind users to update marks by displayed the blinking "update' image in 
the main page (refer Figure 2. , igure 2.2). 
2. 14 Course Management Modul 
·· Conti (' C« se II 
You an add new, del te 0t onfigure c ess: ility setting for the o sea ID in SMMS stem thr 
this module. 
Please click the ollowing button to proceed 
Add Cour ID A 
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• Add Course 
Course ID : I WRES3301 3 Add Course Reset j 
Figure 2.20: Add Course Function 
Lecturer, tutor and student can use this function to add course into their account, A 
combo box with course id is provided to let user select the course they want to add and 
then click the "Add Course" button to perform add the selected course. 
• Delete Course 
Course ID : I WRES3301 3 Dele1e Course Rese~ I 
igure 2.21: elete our e unction 
Lecturer, tutor and student can use this function t delete or remove course from their 
account. All the courses from their account will di play in a mb b and u r only 
have to select it and click the' Del te our 'button to delete that ur e. 
• Accessibility etting 
You can resin t Lht: Tutor and ludtmt ..i c rnbihty Lo rela; d oursc throu 1 Liu~ mo ul •. 
Please check the bo. top rfonn the restncnon 
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